INTRODUCING THE CLEANCHAIN COMPLIANCE MODULE
As a socially responsible organization, maintaining an ethical,
accountable supply chain is an important part of your global
strategy. But managing compliance risk for hundreds, or even
thousands, of facilities spread across multiple countries is
time-consuming and resource-intensive. Staying on top of
constantly changing regulations and monitoring steps to comply

with them can seem like a data and logistics nightmare. The
CleanChain™ Compliance Module is built to keep you operating
within—and ahead of—environmental, health, and occupational
safety compliance obligations.

THE COMPLIANCE MODULE ENABLES YOU TO:


Monitor and maintain compliance for multiple facilities across the globe



Stay up to date with laws and regulations at global, regional, and local levels



Get ahead of the crowd—track what you need to meet voluntary commitments like ISO Standards, sustainability certifications, and
company-specific pledges



Demonstrate a global commitment to lawful operations, environmental compliance, and worker health and safety



Get unprecedented insight into your federal and state compliance with evergreen data from Libryo*



Save time and effort—let CleanChain’s constant regulatory updates do the work for you

Want to find out more? Ask us at cleanchain.team@adec-innovations.com
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KEY FEATURES OF THE COMPLIANCE MODULE
APPLICABILITY ANALYSIS

COMPLETE COMPLIANCE LIST

Do you know what compliance regulations apply to your facilities?
Let CleanChain determine your compliance obligations quickly and
easily, on a site-by-site basis.

Keep track of all compliance obligations in one place with
CleanChain’s compliance list feature.

COMPLIANCE TASKS

LEGAL SUMMARIES

What are your next steps? Take action with CleanChain’s
Compliance tasks, and work with individual facilities to customize
an action plan for their specific compliance obligations.

Dig into the legal requirements for each facility by reviewing the
plain English legal summary text of the law—no need for legal
counsel review or interpretation.

DASHBOARD

FLEXIBILITY

Every individual facility’s compliance data, all in one place. You will
instantly see which facilities are compliant, what compliance tasks
need to be completed, and when.

Utilize CleanChain’s automated system for your compliance
management, or use your manual entry capabilities.

The world of compliance is continually evolving. The Compliance Module can help you stay ahead of it.

To learn more, visit cleanchain.com or contact us at cleanchain.team@adec-innovations.com.

*ADEC Innovations is partnering with Libryo, a global legal register solution for every legal domain in every legal jurisdiction. Libryo’s 20,000+ automated legal registers enable live updates to CleanChain’s Compliance
Module and deliver up-to-date environmental regulation information as it happens.
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